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I* imUK>DUOTION
Between a quarter end a fifth of the area of 
land need for vegetable orope throu^iout Europe and 
America le devoted to the growing of ouitlvated forme 
of Braeeica oleracea D* Moreover* la many temperate 
climates* certain cultlvare of this epeclee such as 
Brueeels eproute* cabbage* savoy cabbage and 
hoticultural kales are* together with carrots and 
swode turnips* the only fresh vegetables available 
during the six colder months of the year#
It is not surprising* therefore* that many 
workers have turned their attention to the study of 
problems arising from attempts to breed Improved 
horticultural varieties of B# oleracea. Most of the 
early Investigations in this field by Kristofferson 
(1924* 1927)* Pease (1926)* Detjen and WcOue (1955)* 
and others were studies of inheritazice within the species* 
and they all led to the discovery that most, if not 
all* desirable hortlcul-tural characters of this species' 
are polygenic# The situation appeared to bo so complex 
that it was impoosiblc to formulate any satisfactory 
rules by which a practical breeder could forecast the 
results of his work. As a result probably of these 
findings * very few studies of the inheritance of
' T' . I " - ' ' :
2.
B, oleraoea have been made elnoe 1934*
Shortly after Krletofferson oornnenoed his wr*rk on 
InheritanoG* Detjea (1927)* Pearaon (1929) and 
Kakis&aki (1931) began atudlea of oompatlbillty within 
the speclea* Their v/ork led to the formulation of 
improved methods of pollination oonti'ol* deelgaed to 
take advantage of the difference in oomblning ability 
of individuals or groupa of planta* One of theae 
techniques the dialell croee method method which has 
been diecueeed In some detail bylWellenelek (1947)-,-and 
with particular reference to B., oleracea by Sneep (194-8)$
Is firmly establiahed as a breeding method for cabbagea 
In Denmark (Duvald 1995) and probably also In Holland,
The-polyoroBG method deaorlbed by Fransen end Frandaen 
(1948) end Welleneiek (194?) le also used in the breeding 
of cabbage and allied vegetables. In America moat 
emphasle has been given to the production of FI seed 
(Pearson 1952* Dot g en 1944* Attia and lAimger 1950) and 
*hybrid* seed of cabbage ie now being produced In Japan 
under American, direction.
]^en v/hen theee more advanced breeding methods 
are employed* the improvement of atraine of cabbage and 
allied vegetables still depends largely on the Individual 
worker's ability to eelect the most suitable genotypes.. 
Selection le almost invariably based on a visual aseesement
 1.  ^ ' ' ' ' ■ ' 'V '= ' '  —-.i—-^ Zi_    
of the material growing under conditions which 
would normally be accorded to market crops# The 
expression of a gene complex of an Individual $ however* 
iB profoundly affected by environmental conditions * and 
it 1$ probable that variations in climate from year to 
year are sufficiently large to have marked effects on the 
behaviour of the genotype» It is well known for example* 
that early-^aown cabbage may run to eeed prematurely in 
acme years and not others * and from Denmark (Duvald 1955) 
it ie reported that in a cool wet year heade of come atralne 
of summer cabbage are different In shape from those growing- 
under warmer dryer oondltione.
If m03?e were known about the behaviour of forms 
of Bgassloa o X m a o m  under different growing oonditlona, 
it might be poealble to celoct plants for certain desirable 
Inherent qualities under mrtlflolal conditions deaignod 
to accentuate those qualities*-or to make allowance for 
the effect of abnormal climatlo environment when E&eotlng 
plants in the field#
The conditions required for flowering In 
cabbage (Miller 1929) and Brueaela sprout (Stokes and 
Verkork 1951) have been fairly thoroughly investigated# .
The effect of environment on the expression of moz'phological 
characters in b# olepaooa which o%»e desirable from a 
horticultural standpoint $ however* seems to be an almost 
unbroken field for investIgation$ although a start has
4 #
been made recently by Parklasom (1951) In the form 
of a preliminary study of the effect of different 
treatments oa 'curd* formation in caullflov/er#
Work dSGoribed la this thesis is largely & 
study of the phenomenon of head formation in cabbage#
It forms part of a programme of research at the 
Scottish horticultural Research Institute and was 
selected as a subject for iavostlgation because attampte 
are being made there to breed a sure-^heading strain of 
January King cabbage# This variety le extremely hardy 
and maybe cut Trom the field between November end ^arch* 
but a high proportion of the plants in crops of all strains 
fail to develop marketable heads#
. .. . ..T
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II GROWTH ABIALiam
GEOV;m OF MKHUI0EN OLORI CABBAGE UNDER FIELD CONDITIOm
Most Of the time spent on the investigation in 
1953 wee devoted to an exploratory examination of the 
growth pattern of cabbage from sowing time in Bprlng 
until the head^ s had buret and the plants were damaged by 
froat in winter# It wae intended that this analyela 
should give a picture of the distribution of growth in 
weight and the rate of formation* unfolding* and death 
of the leaves and the growth in length of the main axle#
From this picture it was hoped to obtain a better under#-' 
standing of the phenomenon of heading,
, .EKperlment 1#
Materials. $3hkhulaon Glory was chosen for analyeie
beoauGG nearly all etraino of this variety give plante
which are comparatively uniform in morphological
charactere and can be relied upon to (^ow firm head® :
in addition* it was thought that the protracted growth
period of Eakhuiaen Glory*which matures in late summer*
would permit an especially detailed study of growth
features which lead to heading*
Enkbuison Glory wae found* however* to have two
considerable diaadvantagee for the type of onalyeie 
envisaged: (i) it formed a very large plant (weighing
6'i
up to 12 lb, or more) so that moasuromoats of weight wore 
espooially arduouB; (11) the margins of the leavee were 
'Wavy' $ and it %'aa therefore not possible by simple methods 
to obtain a very accurate measurement of the leaf area. 
Method Bead of Hurst's strain of Enkhulsea 
Glory was sown on 6 April in rows 23& ft. apart* in land, 
which was well^^manureâ and had a good tilth. It 
^sen^inated rapidly* when the plants had ^rown 1 ^ 1 %  
in, high they were thianedL to stand 2^ ft. opart in the 
rows. Some 200 plants were raised#
A random sample of plants was taken 44 days after 
sowing* and thereafter a further 13 smiples the last 
at 513 days afttr^ r sowing, Twenty plants were oollocted 
for the first sample* 10 for the second* and 5 for all 
other samples, (This decrease in number of plants per 
sample was naoecs&ry because of the diffie^ %3.ty of 
recording details of larger plants*) la addition* at 
each sampling date* five main^'axie growing tips were 
cut out and fixed and preserved in formalinr-acetiO"# 
alcohol mixture# Freehand drawings of fresh growing 
pointa were also made,
The following were reoorded((2) end (4) per 
individual plant* (1) and (3) per whole swple)
(1) Dry wei^it of root* stem and leaf. (The root 
defined as that part of the plant below ground 
level; the stem as main stem and petioles;
■; y:c:,y > -■-* .
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t W  leaf as lamina: and midrib of all eound 
loaves, The dry weights of folded and 
unfolded leavea were recorded separately ** 
the former defined aa those whose margins 
wore olassed round the younger leaves)*
(S) Number of unfolded and dead leavee* and.total 
number of leaves and leaf initials* (Dead 
leaves defined ae those which fallen or were 
distinctly yellow*)
(3) Area of unfolded leaf# (Area of upper aurfaoe 
of Imnina: only*)
(4) Length of eteia# (Measured as length of main 
axis between growing point and ground levelO
Roots were carefully lifted and washed with a 
strong jet of water before drying. Roots $ stems and 
leaves were out into small pieces and dried in a forced#-. 
draught electric oven at 100^0* for 24 hours. After 
drying* the material was oooled in a desiccator and 
weighed without delay* Until the 164th ' day the entire 
root* stem and leaf samples were dried* but on and after 
that day 2*000 g, samples only were died* and the total 
dry weights of the parts were calculated from the fresh 
weights and percentages of dry matter,
To prevent confusion* leaves and leaf initials 
were broken off as they were counted, Very small leaves 
and leaf initials were counted by dissecting the growing
8,.
tips under a etereo<#mlorosoope at magalfloatlons 
of % 20 and % 30# Leaf acara of fallen leaves were 
marked with a ball"#polnt ^ en to reduce the risk of counting 
them more than once*
Leaf area was found as follows; the leaves were 
lain between two sheets of plate glaes whioh had been 
out to fit over the open end of a tea chest, at the base 
of which were three 60 watt electric light bulbs* The 
outline of the leavee was traced oa paper placed on the 
uppermost sheet of Rlacc * and areas correeponding to the 
Ghadowa given by the leaves were cut out and weighed,
By comparing the weight of the out^-out ai'eas with that 
of a area of a piece of pnper from the same batch*
the area of the leaves wae calculated, The weight per 
ïmown area of papez' wae estimated ,for each eample even 
when the sanie batch of paper wae used for several aampllnga 
because it wae found that the humidity of the atmoaphere 
affected thle measurement#
As the plante increased in elze it became more 
difficult to obtain an accurate aeeeeeaient of leaf area.
It was often Impossible to lay old leaves flat on the glace 
beoauee of tho folds in their margine. The later eeti%%atee 
of the leaf area may therefore have been eomcwimt low, 
although the reoordlngs were partly co^ izpensated by the fact 
that no allowance wae made for holes eaten in the leaves 
by Insects damage of this nature was not* however*
9»
e x t e n s i v e *
The preaeived malzMaxis growlng^^tlpe were washed, 
dehydrated in ethyl*^butyl alcohol mlxWrea* enbedded in 
paraffin wax and sectioned with a Omihridge roekimg 
mlorotome* Those longitudinal seotions which illustrated 
the morphology of the growing point about the oemtral axis 
were stained vflth Delafleld'8 haemato3tylin$ mounted in 
Buparal and photographed on FP3 film usl^ ig dayligght and 
a dark orange filter# These $ together with freehand 
drawings of growing pointe at different smipllnge, provided 
records of the nature of the pjrowing point at different 
etagee of development#
Result6#AprendIx tables l and 2 show dry weights of leaf* 
stem and root; ntunbers of dead* tmfolded and total leaves; 
lengths of stem; and areas of unfolded leaf#
Fz'om Fig# 1# it will be eeon that the greatest 
part of the weight of the plmit was that of the leaf# 
the Gtem portion was a]w^ lese then a third of that of 
the leaf* and the root portion lower than that of the stem. 
The leaf portion Inoreaaed up to the 194th day and them 
began to fall.
Fig, 3# shows that* between the 60th and IgOth 
day leaves were differentiated at the high rate of about 
one per day# The rate of leaf initiation waa greater 
at all times than the rate of leaf unfolding* which 
Increased up to the 108th day and declined thereafter,
u.
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Jü&giag from t W  oiirve for the eim of &ea^ amâ 
mifoMed. loaves (IÎ4-D) It appears that one or #/o leevoa 
mifoMed after the 108th day, but the ap^ a^roiit rlae In 
this ew've between the 108th day and the 234th day may 
have been due to the iaoreaelng; number of dead leaves, 
as It oertalnly was after the 2g4th day# Leavaa began to 
die shortly after the Sgth day, and the death rate beoame 
approximately 0#14 per day between the 100th and 200th 
day mid Increased thereafter.
Fig# 4. shows that the grand period of growth, 
as measured by the laoz^eaee la total dry weight, oor^renoed 
near the 90th day, about which time the rate of lacreaae 
im area of imfolded leaf reached its maximum# peak
for the curve of imfolded leaf area la at about the 160th 
day, w^iilst that for the total dry weight is later 
approsclmately the 190th day# The etem continued to 
inoreat^e in length throughout the period covered by the 
analysis#
l^emluatioa of Figs# 9 and 6a, 6b and 6c ehowe 
that there wore changes la ap%)earaaoe of the growing 
point and its ourroundlng leaf Initials# Throe main 
Stages may be recognised:"^
(1) %  to the 65th day, when 18 - 20 leaf Initials
had been produced, the growing a%.>ex v;aa only about 
0#2 "* 0.2$ mm# in diameter and the leaf initials 
and the yoimg leaves were held more or less upright#
(65)
105
(234)
25
(79)
35,
(94)
(65)
31
51
I m m .
Areehmnd dxwings showing orientation of leavee aroimd (prowin^  point of Enkhuimen Glory oabbage* Numbers in parenthesis refer to days after sowing, and smaller figures to serial numbers of leaves. The scale shown in the bottom ri^t hand ooybmer refers to all drawings except tlte one for the 234th. day.
&fig, 6k, (44 dmyaj
fig. 6o.
figs. 6s# 6b,bo# LangitudinS^ssotions of growing points of Enkhuimen Glory cabbsgs 44, 6^ , 130 dsys after sowing*
1 asm.
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(&) From the ?Oth day, when 20 or more leaf Initiale
had been produced, the growing point Inoreaeed 
In diameter (up to about 0*5 lom*) and appeared to 
become more flattened, and the newly^formed leavee 
became diet Inc tly arched over the gi-owlng point*
(5) Gommenclng abOut the 200th day (when eome 100 
leaf initiale had been formed) the growing point 
began to rlee within the newly-formed leaf initiale, 
and became distinctly dome-^ehaped* Zilewly'-formed
leaf initiais were moi'e poiYited and leae arched 
over the growing point* Small domed awelllngB 
became visible in tho axilts of some leaf initiale* 
Ghortly after they were foiled*
( 2 )  M â ê S J S i o n ,
( a) Overall O-rowtti la Weight 
Fig, Shows a typical sigmoid carve for growth 
in weight of the entire plant, and a deoreaec in weight 
after the 194th day owing to the death of the older leaves#
A marked feature of this curve la the late commencement 
of the grand period of growth in comparison with many other 
s p e c i e s  #
It may be argued that the initial growth retai*de 
by low ter.peraturs durlnr the months of April and May, but
plante aown later in the year - and t!\erefore under 
warmer eondltione aa in ^%)t, 5 also nhowed 
conoidorablo delay in the onset of the ^^ rand period of
' ' --' --■' - ■' -•'■ . '
15,
growth* The slow onset of growth can Wrdly be 
attributed to a low officlenay of the leaves ae 
carbohydrate px'oduoere, for they were able to maizitala 
a %'ate of loaf 'initiation of about one per day between 
the 60th and IgOth day but it may have been due to a 
slow initial Inoreaee in leaf area ** a hypothesis which 
la supported by the way the increase in overall welocht 
closely follows the increase in functional leaf area 
(Pig*))# The slow Initial increase in leaf area may­
be aeeociated with the late development of leaf initiale 
by the seedling, for the plumule of Brassica oleracea h. 
does not form leaf initials until after the cotyledons 
have fully expanded*
( b )
The proportions of dry weight of leaf, stem and 
root (Fig#!) did not remain the same throughout the life 
of the plant* The decrease of leaf portion and attendant 
increases of stem and root portions which occurred after 
the 194th day may be attributed to the death of the older 
leaves at a time when the general growth In weight of 
the plant was slowing down, but the increase of the leaf 
portion before the 194th day indicates that differential 
growth was taking place during that period, Fig. 1 
may, however, overemphasise the situation, for the 
earller^formed leaves were pstlolate and the petioles 
were Included as stem vk thus increasing the apparent stem
1?.
portion anâ doereaBln^ that of the leaf*
Huxley (19)2) ha$ postulated, that many organisms 
exhibit oonetant dlfferencee in groiRrbh rate of (different 
organe» and Reeve and IliJixley (19^)) have coined the term 
allometry to describe tliie condition, Huxley ooaelderea 
that allometrle growth may be expreceecl mathematically 
ae y K) (where y «* measurement of organ; %
measurement of organlem or other organ; and b and k 
are oonetante)*
From thla expreeaion it can be deduced that log 3^ 
1$ directly proportional to log x, ao that the curve of 
y against x shoiild be linear if logarithmic coordinates 
are u$ed and growth la allometrlc# The cwvee of growth 
in dry weight of the etem* leaf and the complete ehoot 
(etem and leaves)of Enkhulsen G3.ory cabbage In relation 
to that of the rest of the plant have been drawn
on the aaaiimption that the rolationahipa are allometrlo* 
(Only meaeuremente of weights recorded up to the 122nd 
day were need» for after that time the death of leaves had 
begun to affect the total dry weight of the plant. It 
will be seen that the tangents of the curves approach 
unity $ Indicating that the differences in growth rates 
were alight,
The value of k for top/root ^growth rates of 
cabbage was 1,02), Gorreenonding values for turnip 
(Pearshall 1927) and carrot (Deleano 190?) are 0.6) and
'' '' " • "'----------------------------- --— —  L - d _ — L _ _  :— . 1.: -   r.z . ■ __z_  _ i  '. ' c  :__
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0*5$ respectively$ Indicating that for apeoles which 
foim flashy Btore^;a roots the growth of the root 1$ 
much greater than that of the stem* In respeot of 
top/root growth rate the head of the cabbage is mot 
therefore analogous to the storage organ of carrot and 
turnip# for the top does not grow at a much greater rate 
than the root# and It la questionable whether the Uiead^ 
of cabbage may be considered, as a storage organ* A 
further discussion of this point appears in Section V.
Another aspect of Interest the distribution 
of growth is its relationship to the morphology of the 
growing point* The first two stages of development 
described on page 12 of this thesis correspond closely to 
stages I and II of Stokes and Verkerk (1951) for Dmssela 
sprout# These authors associate the change from the 
juvenile to the adult stage# which they call puberty# 
with a change from stage I to stage II of the growing 
point# and a redistribution of growth so that the stem 
portion Increases markedly at and after puberty, The 
present work with cabbage# however does not shov/ a co.rreS" 
pondingly linked change of growth distribution end of 
growing point morphology# for (M^t* 1) the stem portion 
continued to decrease until the 194th day# whereas the 
change In the growing point took place between the 65th 
and 70th days. It seems# therefore# that the changes In 
growth distribution with those in the growing point »
y?,**.'. ' r
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observed by Stokes tind Vorkerk for Bruesela sprout 
are probably Inoldeatal, and not typical of Brassioa 
oler^oea aa a whole*
(o) Growth of the Head
The head# which la the aggregate of the folded 
leavea# inoroaseo in weight in relation to the other 
parte of the plant (Fig# 1), This imoreaae may be due#
In part# to the 'additional^ g^ growth in welgj^ it of the leaf 
portion ae a whole# but it largely ariaee from the faot 
that# as the %)lant grows older# a higher proportion of 
the total number of leaves are folded a eituatioa wholh 
is olearly due to leaves being Initiated more rapidly than 
they unfold (Fig# ))*
When 16 ** 22 leaves of Fhkhuigen Glory had UU"^  
folded, further leaf unfolding ceased, older leaves died, 
and the Inorease in weight of the head in relation to 
other parts was accelerated# Growth rate of the entire 
plant eventually decreased ^ presumably because the 
functional leaf area was reduced (Fig* 4) to a else 
inadeguato to maintain the ^previous liigh rate of growth ^ 
and to the eye of the practical grower, the head was 
mature for cutting,
*The term "maturation" has been used throughout this thesis to denote^ho retardation m^d eventual cessation of increase in weight of the head*
' .'L "'L'- ■
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On and after the 2 1 )th day It wae fouad that 
Gomo of the heads had buret* This phenomenon), was 
probably due to the inoreaae In volimo of the younger 
leavea within the restricted *8kin' formed by the outer 
folded leaves* No doubt the continued growth in length 
of the stem throughout the period of investigation almo 
aselGted the bursting of the heads*
21,
B# COMPARISON OF GBOWm OF DIFF&RmT VAEimiEG OF OABBAGB
The previous Section wee limited to a study of
the growth of one variety of cabbage# To gain a more 
detailed piotwe of the growth of the ca1)bage as a whole# 
further analyses were made with varieties which had widely 
differing times of maturation* The main aim of the work 
described in this section was to find which growth features 
were asociated with rate of maturation,
Four experimants ere described# three of a 
preliminary nature.and one e large scale growth analysis 
designed on similar lines to Experiment 1*
(1)
Materials* Fourteen strains of cabbage were used * 
They were ohot^en not only for their differing times of 
maturation but also fo%* their range of morphological 
characters* Together they represent most of the main 
types of cabbage grown in Europe, It is appropriate 
therefore to describe their morphological characters S3id 
origins# and to help in this task the following 
publications hz*ve been qoasulted& Vilmorin (1925);
Shoemaker (194?); Oldham (1948); Mallekote (1950);
Halm aiïd Bclmikidt (1951); and Kristeaseii (1954), The 
varieties, described in their approximate order of 
maturation from earliest to latest are;»^
Dithmasker, A selection from the German Glückstâder,
i '
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which was on the market in 1900# It belongs 
to the earliest-maturing type of rouhd'^headed 
cabbage and ia probably the variety from which the 
widely-^^growm British summer cabbage Prlmo has been 
derived.
It has bright green, smooth leaves and 
forms a medlim to email spherical or slightly ovoid 
head,
Copehhagea h^arket# A seleotion from Dithmasker 
introduoed" In Denmark by H, Hartman In 1909$
Very similar In morphological characters to 
Dithmasker, it is slightly larger and later maturln^ ;^ * 
Early Offenham, A variety which presumably arose 
by aeleotion on the part of market growers in the 
Offenham district of lanoaehlre# It Is the most 
populai' variety of 'spring^ cabbage for sowing In 
late sumiRer and harvesting la the following spring 
as 'greens* or firm heads*
The outer leaves are few in number# large, 
dark green and very slightly ooarscly savoyèd, The 
head is conical*
i(kikhnl%$n' Gloiw* A selection from aiuckstader 
Introduced la holla%id In 1 9 0 2 by Sluis en Groot.
It has blnlsh/^green leaves, frequently with 
wavy margins. It forms a large to very large opherical 
or slightly flattened head in late simmer#
- ' ' ' ' ' /%
,: 2);
Ohrletmas Drumhead* It seems'likoly that thle 
variety was aeleoted from the French Ghou de Noel,
The leovee are very dark green, and the
\ head ie of medlim.8i%e ahd dlstlaotly flattened*
!
'Many atralns are very variable in their morphological 
' oharaoters*
Ohou de Noel# Bee above*
Win#lK0tadt* An old German variety which may have 
/ 'originated before 18)0# It is extremely reliable
in its heading ability#
The loaves are blulah~*greea with somewhat 
% wavy merglne, and the head la broadly oonlcal*
V 8gh^±furt# An old variety# probably of Aleatian
origin#
The rather pale green leavee have velna often 
tinted with red, and the head Is very largo but loomo* 
This variety wao originally grown on the continent 
for aanerkraut, but is now moot frequently need as 
cattle food*
klein' e Red# Origin unknown. An early red cabbage 
with a medium to amall epherical or ovoid head,
Amager* An old continental variety raised from 
Gtrains of cabbage taken by Dutch settlers to the 
Dmiiah island of Amager in 1520.
The variety exists in several etralne which 
differ main3y in length of the etem# The strain
24#
uoed in the expeMjmente here deecribed was 
Tall Amager#
The leavea are grey*^green and eepeeially 
emooth# The head ia large^ balloon-shaped mW. 
very fli%*
iSBg$2..Eâ3E* 3hl8 ia probably a eynonym of a 
French savoy cabbage Chou Milan de Fontolse 
which is popular in the market gardens around 
Parle# It was introduced into Britain about 1920,
The outer leaves are dark green# mildly 
savoyed, and have many pronotmoed light green velnB, 
Leaves on the outaide of the head are frequently 
tinged red, The head ia flattened#
Bavoy# Drumhaa<^ and Latest of All, These two 
varieties arc probably synonymous# They both 
originated from the typical Savoy cabbage which woe 
flret grown in the Piedmontese village Panoallerl,
Both have very eovoyed dark green leaves 
with no reddish colouration. The heads are flattened,
Ca)
%nerlm0nt 2# An attempt w&a made to find if there wne 
a oorz^elatlon between the relative order of matui^atlon 
of varieties and their distribution of growth between 
root and shoot,
Beed of 11 varieties chosen to cover as wide a 
season of maturation as poasible was sown outside on 
14th April# Ten plants of each variety ,w#re aairpled
25*
go days later; they were divided Into root 
(portion below groimd), and shoot# and both portioaa 
wore dried almulteaeouely In an ovea at 100^0* for 
12 hours.
TABLE I* DRY WBIGHT OF 8Em)L,IWGa 0? DIFMmEHT
VARIBTim 0? CABBAGE 50 DAY8 AFTER SOWING
Variety ia Total Dry % Dry Wt,
(earliest first) (g). Dry Wt*
dOPMilAQH MKT, (.mSAEP) 1 . 3 1 6.40
liSKtJisjM ù h o m  (Hit.eaa') 1 . 7 1 8.19OHRIBTMaS DRUM (HAHR-) 1 . 7 3 6,29DB mom, (8. LOOTS) 2.41 7.88
llfSKISTlD® ( ÏAl'BS) 1 . 5 9 6,92soBiKiNFtïi?f (mm":. ) 1,54 6.49.H.LEISS BlîiD (0, Eill) 1,43 6.29
IMAG'IH ( â M K E P ) 1.88 6.38
3 M m . m t  ILIIG (ï'OailH) 1,39 7.91SA¥Oï ». m ' g m  (HîJisf) 1,42 7.04
SAVOY ». LM’S (OLIBRAl) 1.44 7.63
Results are given la Table %, from which It will 
be seen that there was no ladloatioa of a relationship 
between the expected order of maturation and total dry 
weight# or percentage root of total dry weight*
F^eriment 3* Quite small seedlings had been used in
Experiment 2* It was therefore decided to ascertain'If
there was a correlation between date of maturation and
distribution qf growth at a more advanced stage of developmea:<
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20 DAYS AFTER SOWING
7#Hate of leaf initiation in five varietiee of oabb#t,e g^rown in a t^ laaahouae (60 - 7^F«)
1) Copenhagen hmrket#2) Knkhuicen Cloiy#3) Ama^er#4) January King#,5) Savoy, Latest of AH.
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Fig. 11.Rates of leaf initiation of five varieties of cabbage sown 23 June. Varieties numbered as in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 13.Rates of leaf unfolding of five varieties of oabbage sovos 23 June. Varieties numbered as in Fig. 12.
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of the loavoB.
AppoMtx Table g givoe stem lengthy and Pig, 14 
ahowa theae graphically for the first sowing, Two 
features will be noted; first» the increase in stem 
length was greater for Amag};er than other varieties $ 
and second, the stem in all varieties oontlnned to 
increase In length throughout the period of the 
experiment although there was a substantial decrease 
in rate of stem elongation for most varieties after 
maturation; Copenhagen *#larket was an exception In this 
respect,
TABm g. STATE OF POim OP VaElM'IiB
p? PABBAOE 8AKE*WD_ AT
Days after sowing
1st sowing 2nd sowini
Variety 14^ 154 166 195 258 113) 181
copmHAom mT, fff ffff
m4KHUI%Ea GhORY f
AMAGER f FF f • ffFFF
E, 'OFFmam ffffF fffF
jAiimm K i m  f fF fP t ffPFF fF FFFFF
(Each symbol represents an apical growing point which has differentiated flower buds),
f flower buds just visible with stereo microscope
E flower buds visible with naked eye.
From Table g, which 8um;arl%es the records of 
the state of the growing point, it will be seen that 
flower initiation occurred earliest in January King and
' -
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latest In lËüdmlsen Glùry, with, the other three varieties 
more or lees Intermediate in this respect, %ith the 
exception of some individual plants of January King, 
which initiated flowers very much earlier than other 
varieties, flower initiation did not occur until after 
the second week in December, irrespective of whether the 
plante were from the first or second sowing,
(2) Disouseion
Experiments described in this section give 
information for a study of the relationships between 
certain growth features of a variety and its time of 
maturation* The main growth features which have been 
examined are:**
(a) Rate of overall increase in fz'ssh weight of 
the plant
(b) Bhoot/root growth ratio
(c) Rate of leaf Initiation
(d) Rate of leaf unfolding
(e) Time of flower Initiation
The evidence for the relative effects of these 
factors on time of maturation will now be considered#
(a) Rate of overall increase in fresh welf^t of the plant 
From Experiment 5 there was no evidence that early^ 
maturing varieties increased in overall fresh weight more 
g^ulckly than 1ste#*maturing varieities; Indeed, Early 
Offenham, which was one of the first to mature, seemed
to have a lower rate of growth in weight than other x
y.' '■ V - ' ' ' .'.'.' -, -.'tv -«.y-yy'■■■y'-.-‘ " .: ""y> y v..-. ' I " ' '• ■ . . ' ' ' ... ' . ,.' . ' '' ' '
varieties#
(b) Bhoot/root f^rowth ratio
Experiments 2 end 9$ which, recorded the distribution 
of shoot/root growth of different varieties, showed no 
pronoimoed correlation between this factor and rate of 
maturation# Both these experiments, however, were of a 
preliminary nature, and it. is possible that farther 
investigation miglit lead to the discovery of a correlation 
of a smaller order,
(o) Bate of leaf initiation
From the preliminary Experiments 3 and 4 it 
appeared that there might be a correlation between rate 
of maturation and rate of leaf initiation of a variety#
In mqperiment 5,however, Early Offenham had the lowest 
rate of leaf initiation and yet matured first* This 
variety differs from the other four tested in Experiment 
5 in having a pointed head, and it may be that whereas 
rate of maturation and rate of leaf initiation are 
correlated within groups of clo8ely#*related varieties, 
no such relationship exists among varieties belonging to 
groups with wldely-^dlffering morphological characters*
The ability to detect the relative rates of 
maturation of batches of seedlings would be of considerable 
practioal value to the plant breeder, and'on these grounds 
the possibility of a correlation between rate of leaf 
initiation and maturation within groups of varieties merits
f"y;-., c - y \v' : ' : "
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further Investigation#
(a)
Rate of loaf unfolding during the period of 
maximum growth in 1954 (approximately 1 evefy 5 days 
In Experiment 5)wae remarkably close for all five 
varieties tested at both eempllnge, and it was hear to 
that for Enkhulsen Glory In 1955 ( approximately 1 every 
4# days in Experiment 1)# The time when leaves oeaeed 
to unfold was, hov/éver, olosely related to rate of 
maturation# It seems therefore that under given 
environmental oondltions, leaves oontiniie to unfold at 
about the same rate in all varietioa, until some factor 
intervenes to prevent leaf unfolding, and that the time 
of operation of this factor is related to the rate of 
maturation of the variety# heaves may oease'to unfold 
because maturation the slowing down of growth in weight 
has oommenoed through the Intervention of some other 
factor, but cessation of leaf unfolding precedes 
maturation and it seems probable that maturation Is a 
result rather than the cause of cessation of leaf unfolding#
(e) Time of flower initiation
Miller (1929) found that flowering could be 
induced in Cabbage by a period of cold treatment after 
the plants had passed a certain juvenile stage of their 
development, but he was unable to influence flowering by
41*
âay-length treatments* Gtokea and Verkerk (1951) 
foimd similar results with Bruasela aproute and noted 
that flower initiation ooourred during or very soon after 
the reguieite cold treatment had been given# They were 
also the first to nee the term nhberty to denote the 
change from the juvenile to the adult étage when plante 
could be induced to flower by cold treatment#
From Table 3 It will be seen that varieties 
differed in their time of flower Initiation# The plants 
in the first sowing were older than those in the second* 
and yet, with the exception of January King they did not 
produce flower initials earlier# This suggests that the 
difference observed between varieties was not one of 
differing ages of puberty, but rather a difference in 
the threshold temperature required for flowering# From 
the experiments described in this section there was no 
indication of a relationship between threshold temperature 
and rate of maturation of a variety,
January King appears to be very prone to early 
flower initiation end it is Interesting to speculate whether 
this character is linked with the poor heading capacity 
of this variety#
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0# OOmPARIGON Bm'WEm ROSETTE ROGUES AMD BEADED PLANTS 
OP JAHUARY K i m  CABBAGE#
January King 1$ a late^^maturlng variety of cabbage, 
and all Btz'alna show considerable variation in the Inherent 
rate of maturation of individual plante# Thus, during 
a poor growing seaeon, many individuals do not make 
euffioient growth to mature before the onset of cold 
weather and a large proportion of plants are found without 
heads * Early^eown crops, and those which enjoy good 
growing conditions, produce the hlgheet nimber of headed 
plants# All stocks of the variety at present available, 
however, give some plants which will not form heads even 
when they are afforded excellent conditions for growth, 
and Pinch (1952) has found that the proportion of these 
nonim^heading plants is relatively constant for a range of 
sowing dates# Rogues of this type resemble a conventional 
rosette in form (see Pigs. 15 and 16) and have become 
known as 'rosette rogues* w, a term which %as probably 
first used by Miller (1929).
(1) Experimental
(a) Differences in welp^t, leaf number, length of
ilWseriment 6# As a preliminary experiment, three typical 
rosette rogues found at Mylnefleld on January 1 19^^ 
were compared with headed plants from the same batch#
Bn
Fig. 15.Honatte rogua (laft) and haadad plant (right) of January King oabbaga.
Fig. 16.Longitudihal aaotione of roaatta rogua (laft) and haadad plant (right) of January King oabbaga.
EAÜÎiB 4. COMPARISON BM'WïïîLi .lîOB32Pl'L ROGÎÎK AüD UÀftDED
PLÆW'fS ü? JMirAHY liIi:îG (MEAK Fi:J? PUAITO),
Fresh wt Dead Total no Length of (g) leaves of leaves steminitiated (mm)
Roguoe 2128 17*6 114#6 314
Headed 3801 22*6 106*6 gg?
Results in Table 4 show that there wae very 
little difference in the length of stem, total number 
of leavon, or mmber of dead leaves of headed and rogue 
plants* All the headed plants wore heavier thaj:i the 
rogues. Baoh of the six plants had initiatod flov/er 
.'buds,, but whereas those of the rogues were visible with 
the naked eye, flower buds of headed plants wore only 
just visible with a stereo^miorosoope, 
lbq)eriment 7* Two growers* crops of January King at 
Invei'kelthing and Musselburgh were sampled on 9 and 10 
January 1956 and taveuty rogues and twenty headed plants 
selected from each. The plants at Inverkeithing had 
boon raisod from Nuttings* strain sown gO April and 
trausplœted 29» June and those at Muosel'burgh from seed 
of Cluoas* strain sown direct In the field during April 
and thinned*
Fresh weight; number of dead, unfolded, and 
folded leaves; length of stem and state of flower 
differentiation wore irecordod.- Flower differentiation
' . ' ' - . ' ' ' '  .......
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was recorded aooordlag to the following eoale:#*
0, Mo signs of flower initiation )1, Meiiy axillary buds forming )2* Zflower buds juet differentiated) As viewed v/ith3# Flower buds small ) stereo-^mioroeoope4* Flower buds readily visible )
I: % : : :  3 :  3 »“
The length and width of eaoh sixth sueoessive
leaf of eight normal and eight rogue plants from the 
Musselburgh orop were also redorded#
The results, with the exception of the leaf 
measurements, are given in Table 5% they confirmed those 
of the preliminary experiment, for there was no signifloant 
difference between rogue and headaiplants in the length of 
the stem, total number of leaves or number of dead leaves. 
The headed plants again %veighed more than rogue plmits, 
although the difference in the mean figures for the 
Musselburgh crop was not significant. Flower initiation 
had occurred in all but two of the forty plants, but the 
state of flower development was again moreadvanced in the 
rogue than the headed plants.
Leaf measurements are given in Table 5 and Fig#
17. The length/width ratio of the oldest leaves of both 
rogues and headed plants was comparatively high* It fell 
with successively younger leaves to a minimum between the 
30th and 50th, and then began to rise. For any given 
serial mmiber, however, the ratio was higher for rogues 
than headed plants*
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Fig. 17.L«ngtlV^ width ratio of suooossive leave# of rogue# and headed planta of January King cabbage.
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iftg . 18.Lengths of Intemodo# of Attiger (A) and Kakhuisen Glory (£) oabbagem.
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Fig. 19.Length# of intemode# of rooette rogues (H) and headed plant# (H) of Januazy King oabbage.
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With the exception of the 21 50th leaf ^ the 
meâa leaf width of rogues was lower than that of leaves 
of similar age from headed plante#
(to)
On 19 January meaeuremente were made of the 
intemode lengths of headed plants of Erlchulsea Glory and 
Tall Mager^ and headed plants and roguoa of January King# 
The atom was cut at ground level ^ as near ae 
pqemible at right angles to Ite axis. A plmma etuck 
Into the centre of the axillary hud of the oldest leaf $ 
and the dletanoe measured between this and the out surface 
of the etem. The pin was then removed to the next 
hlgheet axillary bud and the operation repeated#
It was noted that the phyllotaxy was a simple 
spiral with an angle of between successive leaves,
80 that every eighth leaf lay above another# Spirals 
of different plants were both left and right-handed * 
and an examination of seedlings of different typesand 
varioties of B# oleracea showed that the numbers of each 
kind of spiral were nearly always equal. Allard (1951) 
has found that many other species have random distribution 
of the direction of the spiral of leaf arrangement#
By subtracting the measurements for successive 
leaves, a negative value was sometimes obtained for 
intemode length# This was presumably due to the fact 
that the stem was bent, or had not been cut at right-angles
49#
to its axis* The sums of each three eucoeseive 
meaewomente of Intemode length were therefore plotted 
to iadioate relative Intornode length, and the reoulta 
are shown In Pigs# 18 and 19#
It will be seen that the earlleet-formed Internodee 
of all varieties tend to be longest, end that there is a 
oontlnuoim decrease In Internode length with suoceeeively 
older leaves* At first this deoreaae is rapid, but It 
changes suddenly before the Igth node to a slower rate - 
a phenomenon which la especially marked with the long- 
etemmed Amager variety* There is no indication that the 
Intemodee of rogues are longer than those of headed 
January King plants - In fact, they were elightly shorter*
(2) M m s m s l m
Polded leaves have a higher moisture content than 
unfolded leavee (p*105) and it is likely that the proportion^ 
differences in dry weight between rogue and headed plants 
of a comparable age are lees than that of their fresh 
weights* Even if this is so, it seems probable from the 
fresh weight data in Table 5 that, at the time of sampling, 
the headed plants from Inverkeithing had a significantly 
higher dry weight than the rogues, and there is therefore 
an Indication that rogues may have a lower overall growth 
in dry weight than plants which form heads*
There is evidence, from the larger number of 
headed plants at Musselburgh, that the orop there was at
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a more advanced stage of growth than that at Inver- 
kelthlng (the proportion of headed plante was very low 
at Inverkeithlng - even for a poor strain), and the 
headed plants In thlo crop had probably been in a mature 
atate longer than at Inverkelthlng* Thle condition 
would G3(plain why the dlfferenoe In weight of the two types 
was less at Mueeelburgh than Inverkelthlng, for growth 
in weight of the whole plant is considerably slowed down 
or oeaaee at maturation of the head, but presumably no 
corresponding retardation occurs in non-heading plante ; 
time rogues had probably been growing for a relatively 
longer period than headed plants at Musselburgh than 
Inverkelthing *
Clearly the main difference between rogues and 
headed plants la that leaf unfolding in the former is not 
arrested* It la also possible that the rate of leaf 
unfolding is greater in rogues than in heading plants*
All aao^plea showed that flower development was 
further' advanced in rogue than headed plante# I'hie may 
have been due either to an earlier initiation of flowers 
in rogues, or to a delay in their subsequent development 
in headed plants# If heading leads to a delay in flower 
development, it ie unlikely that it operates through 
proBSuro on the growing point, for headed plants showing 
comparatively hose arrangement of the leaves did not have
■ -i
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flowers In a more advanced state of development than those 
wltK firm heads* It le poeslble that the difference in 
flower differentiation may result from inaulation of the 
growing point of a headed plant from extremes of low 
temperature#
The difference In shape between leaves of rogues 
and normal plants la very interesting# Its implication 
Is oonaidered In the final discussion to this thesis.
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III MAi'ÎIrUlATIOW EKrLBim#TG 
A* GKAFTim AND LEAP RL,\.OVAL
The experiments described in previous oeotions 
were analyses of plants allowed to develop unhindered#
This section describes experiments %)lanned to test the 
reaction of plants to an upset in their normal growth 
balance Induced by grafting and leaf removal*
The purpose of the grafting experiments wais 
twofold, namely to discover whether (1) cabbage would 
form a head when grafted to a root eyatem of a non-heading 
form of Lf,oleracea; (2) the root/shoot ratio could be 
altered by grafting, and if such an alteration would 
affect heading#
Leaves were removed to find if such treatment 
increased the rate of unfolding of those which were left, 
or permitted the unfolding of leaves which normally 
remained in the head#
, (I) ,g^perl##ntal
(a) Graftinir Experijfaenta# A first attempt to unite 
cabbage (January King) to roots of kale and cauliflower 
was made by cleft grafting cabbage to roots of established 
pot-grown seedlings which had been raised in the glass­
house# The grafts were bound with Lassotope (adhesive] 
tape used at the Station for binding inarch grafts of 
raspberry for virus investigation work), and stood in a 
heated fraine# This attempt was not successful, for the
y  v 'C':' -v':' - : "'-'x
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hj,f$h teiTiperature lowered the vlBOoelty of the a&ii,e8iv<^  
of the tape and the ooloaa fell away from the stocks#
Further grafta of alBiilar plant material were made 
ualng Orepex bandage (thlzi orepe rubber strip without, 
rtdhealve) for binding* TMae grafts did not fall out, 
but very few united well* Stocka which had Wen rmieed 
oa an outdoor eeedboâ, arô which wore up, and grafted 
before being planted la the pz'opagatlag frame, however, 
gave mo3:^e promlBlai?; résulta* January King cabbage xmlted 
more readily with Marrow etem Kale thæj v;ith oaullflower# 
The wthod wed is llluetrated In Fig# 20,
.8* By the time & suitable rrafting^ teohnlqiio 
had beoa dlooovered it xma too late In the oeasoa to set 
out a plarmed oxperij^eat, but five euooeesfully-graftgj^d 
plants of January King oabbage on îJarrow stem kale roots 
were planted la tho field for oomparlaoa with Jwumry Kia^ 
eeedll%%8 of a comparable aime.
Owing to tho advaaoW state of the seaeoa, none 
of the planta fomiod heads, but reaorda wore nade of 
wei^hta of ntem, loaf axid root and lumbers of loaves 
iziltlatod* Flbroue and total roots were eeparatoly 
recorded*
It will be eoea from the rwults la Table 7 
that alt^iough the weight of the planta raieed froj^  seed 
wae eooBlderably ^reatei^ than that of the grafted pleats, 
there wae no leant differenoe between the aumbere
V.'l' .rtf,.- -
$ABLE 7 . OOMPAHÎSOH fL«JT S  Of JAHVAKÏ EIHO CABBAGg
ORAFfED O m O  MARROW S ïid ï KAIÆ HOOl'S AID S B lD LIi'G  
PL/sM'Ei OB' JAHIÎAHÏ K IIG .
$ *»
Seedling Grafted
I^imber of leaves initiated 61.4 ?0#G E8per plant
Fresh wt# per plant (@) 728 46g
% 81de roots of total wt. 0.74 2*68of plant
% ^Root* of total wt, of 3.65 7*28plant
**,* Significant for P « 0*01 and 0*05 reepeotively*
of leaves initiated, The proportion of roots - whether 
measured as fibrous roots or total root - was higher for 
the (grafted than the imgrafted plants, the difference 
being eignifleant at the 5% level. Thus grafting had 
affooted the root/top ratio.
Rxperliaent 9 . Seed of Enkhniseh Glory oabbage, marrow stem 
kale and the cauliflower variety Oambridge Ho, 7 was sown 
outside on 51 March, Grafts of Enkhulsen Glory were made, 
as previously described, to marrow stem kale, cauliflower 
and other plante of Enkhni^en Glory* Twenty-four grafts
of each of the three types were prepared, but many died 
and only six of each were planted in the field* Only 
four of the cabbage/cauliflower plants survived, and 
consequently only four plants of each treatment were 
examined on 28 October*
"y /   -AX'-'' - ".-. \ y...
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e grafts united well (Fig. 21) and all the 
plants formed heads, hut none of the recorded differences
'between the plants (see Table 8) were sigaifieœit.
TABLB 8 OOffiPMlSON BlTflfiS .BMtHülZEH GLOHX PLANTS
GBAETED ONTO ROOTS OF BNKHOIZM GLORY CABBAGE,
MARROW B T M  KALI Ai-ID CAULIFLOWER.
Rootstock 
Oabbage Kale Cauliflower
Ho* leavee initiated per plant 94*0 94*7 96.2
No* dead leaves per plant 11*7 12*5 12*2
Bfo# imfolded leaves per plant 12*0 11,7 14,2
Freeh Ivb, per plant (g) 2271 2552 2121
% ^root^ of total wt, of plant 0*97 1*57 1*59
folded leaves of total leaf 44*9 $4*4 51*5wt *
(b ) Leaf-'Eeiaoyal 
Experiment 1Q-* Borne of the EnkhuiKen Glory plante ralaed 
for Experiment 1 wore need for a leaf-removal experiment. 
On 12 Angnet (138 dg^s after sowing and when about 
86 leaves h$d been Initiated and maturation had oommenced) 
ten plants were selected for imlformity of sise* All 
unfolded leaves were removed from five of the plants i.e., 
13, 12, 14, 15, 14; Mean 15,6). On 19 October, 196 days 
after sowing, the nwaber of unfolded leaves was recorded 
(1*0. g, 8, 9* B, 9; Mean 7*8) for untouched plants, and 
for those fi'om which all the outer leaves had previously 
been removed (i.e* 4, 5$ 5, 3$ 5$ Mean 3*2),
“ ■  ■“ ■■''■ -'* “' *' ' ' ■■■■'* ' "' ' ' '■'■ - ...... '•'■'•  ^ Ï 'C "  1: ' -_yH '.fif
20,Type of graft uaed for uniting oabbege to othe: varietiem of b. oiermo#
fig. 21,Greft union of Snk# Glory oabbage on root of marroe-atemmed kale. Paper arrows indicate union.
. ,1 -"-.lit
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Unfortunately no rooorde of the number of dead 
leaves was made for the individual plants used in the 
experiment, but judging from the growth analyeie (Experiment 
1) an average of 8 (i.e# 1 5 - 5 )  of the older leaves mnet 
have died between the 128th and 19^^ay on the untouched 
plants*. It is unlikely that any of the leaves would have 
died on the treated plants beoauae 13*6 of the oldest leaves 
had been removed* Thus 2*2 (i.e. 7,8 4 8 - 13*6) leaves 
had unfolded from the imtreated, and 3*2 from the treated 
plants*
Experiment 11* In the previous experiment leaves were 
removed when maturation had oommenoed and the rate of 
leaf unfolding of untreated plants had passed, its peak 
and was considerably reduced* Experiment 11 was carried 
out to study the e:0eot of removing leaves when the rate 
of leaf unfolding was at its peak#
Seed of Enkhulson Glory was sown on the earth floor 
of an unheated glasshouse on 20 April. The purpose of 
sowing under glass was to reduce the risk of wind-drying» 
for a previous attempt to study the effect of removal of 
small leaves had failed because the poorly-protected 
growing points died through desication*
On 3 July twelve plants were selected for uniformity 
of sise and the first 12 folded leaves removed from four 
plants - one of which had to be discarded later bocaus#
; "A /y. : ' I " - / r-' " ' u.' '% 7 .. / .. -, ' - / ■■■.'■.■■■,’ :7 .,,.7. ft, ■ ",-
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TABLE 9 EFFECT OF LEAF BLMOVAIj (mmHUIZBN GLORY)
Ko» of leaves
S G B tO V Q ik
So.
Dead
of leaves 
Unfolded
oa 10 Septi
Unfolded Serial îïo.siace of yoniM^ jest treatment expandedleaf
12
12
12
12
11
8
22
9
12
19
8
9
%  )) Mean) 36,7 32 )
15 9 12 6 36 )
15 10 10 4- 35
15 11 10 6 36 )
15 7 11 4 53 ^
0 7 15 20 )
0 7 8 ) 19,a
0 7 10 17 )
0 8 12 20 )
the growlhg-polnt died. When the leaves were removed 
a email severed leaf was laid over the growing point for 
about a week to reduce the risk of deeelooatlon* On 16 
July the first fifteen folded leaves' were removed from a 
further four plants.
The number of dead and unfolded leaves were 
ooimted on all plants on 10 September* Leaves which had 
unfolded ainoe the treatments were applied were readily 
diatinguiahable by their brighter rreon oolour, but apart 
from this oharacterietlo they appeared aimllar to the 
unfolded leaves of untreated plante#
i ' ft: r r
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The results (see Table 9) showed that when 12 
or 15 folded leaves were removed at an mrly stage of their 
development the )2nd to )^6th leaf was the last to expand 
up to the 10 September» whereae# if no leaves were removed» 
the 15th to 20th leaf was the oldest to unfold*
(2) r|l80-tj.8.iipB
The differences in root/ehoot ratio of the planta 
in JBacperlment 9 were not aignlfleant » but the ratios for 
individual plants of Enkhuisen Glory on roots of the name 
variety were» with one exception» all lower than those 
for the eight plants of ILakhuisen Glory on roots of another 
variety of Braaaloa oleracea. It is reasonable to assume 
therefore that a similar experiment with more replioatlons 
might have shown a eignlficent difference in the root/ehoot 
ratio» espeoially in view of the results of )&Kperiment 8*
It muet be admitted that even if the results had 
been significant there would be no clear evidence of a 
change in the differential growth ratea of root and top#
The difference in root/ehoot proportion obaerved at one sampl 
-ing mi^khave been due to alteration in the proportions 
when the grafts were made#
From Experiment 9 it is clear that a oabbage shoot 
grafted onto roots of kale or oauliflower» neither of which 
form heads » is capable of forming a head, This eufsgeeta 
that the root hae no fundamental affect on heading and 
that any affecte it might have are Indirect - for example»
-,. • - '• f t .-:
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zmtrltlonal effects,
The reroval of all the unfolded leaves from plants 
which had commenced to mature did not induce a mm^ked 
increase in the rate of leaf uni*olding - the Increase 
( calculated from Exr^orlment 8) of 1,0 per plant in 68 
days is small in comparison with the rate of about 1 in 
every five days reached during the period of maximum rate 
of leaf expansion* This result is not surprising however» 
in view of the fact that on untreated plants leaves which 
die shortly after the onset of maturation are not replaced 
by others unfolding from the head#
Nevertheless in Experiment 11 the removal of leaves 
at an early stage of development permitted the unfolding 
of leaves which» on untreated plants » would have died 
without unfolding. It seems therefore that all leaves 
may have the capacity to unfold» but that some lose that 
capacity through on effect of the older loaves immediately 
surrounding them#
B# EFFECT OF CONGTRICTION ON TliE CAPACITY
OF A LEAF TO UNFOLD.
Experiment 11 indicated that euooeeeive leaves 
gradually lost their oapaolty to unfold through the effects 
of older leaves immediately eurroimding them. One such 
effect inlght simply be the mechanical oonetriction of 
growth in certain planes » moulding the leaves into shape 
until they lose their oapnoity to unfold* The experiment 
described in this section was therefore designed to find 
what degree of effect a temporary mechanical constriction 
might have on the eventual unfolding of a Brassioa leaf.
(1) Experimental ,
Experiment 12. Glasshouse-raised seedlings of 
Brussels Sprout were used: Aswell*s variety was chosen
because leaves on the main axis of this form always unfold» 
whereas some strains occasionally form a oabbage-like 
terminal head.
On 19 July the third unfolded leaf of each of 
three plants was rolled into a oigar-shape and rubber bands 
were placed round the treated leaves to keep them rolled 
(Fig. 22)* Ten days later the rubber bands were removed. 
After a further ten days there were no signs of the treated 
leaves unfolding» although they were then the oldest 
living leaves and their neighbours were fully expanded» 
(Fig. 23). Within a further week all the treated leaves 
had died and been shed without unfolding. Thus the loaves
2 g- 7-JT5
Pig. 22.Riü)b«r band plaoad round loaf of Bruaaola sprout plant to icoop It folded#
Fig* 23.The aamo Bruaaola sprout loaf as in Fig# 22#It has romalnod folded after being toa^ iorarily oonstrioted with a rubber band.
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had, dur±3% the period of constriction lost the capacity 
to unfold*
(2) m s o%#lo$.
This small^^eoale experiment clearly showed that a 
temporary mechanical constrlotlon of Braealoa leaves, 
during the time they would normally unfold, could prevent 
their ultimate unfolding*
Cabbage leavee are formed In such a way that 
during the early stages of their development the lateral 
margine or both the lateral and epical margine (in 
pointed and round headed types respectively) m?e olaaped 
round one another* Thia could lead to a temporary 
oonetriotlon of the loavea the period of constriction 
extending as the constrictive effect becomes cumulative 
througii an increase in the number of 'leaves crowded on a 
short stem* SucceBsive leaves ml^ ÿit thus loose their 
caymolty to unfold.
. .  .* -*.%!
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0. mWTIOMBHIP B.bTWlïim LhÆF mPODDimG A m  O & L  8IZB.
The résulta of several of the experiments on the 
phenomenon of heading sofàr described have emphasised the 
need for an explanation of the loss of capacity of leaves 
to unfold# It was thought that leaf unfolding might be 
related to cell sise and experiments wore accordingly 
planned to examine this aspect of the problem#
(1) Experimental*
The oabbage varieties Enkhulsen Glory and 
Copenhagen Market were chosen for this work because their 
leaf surfaces are comparatively smooth#
The areas of the large faces of epidermal cells 
from the ventral surfaces of leaves were measured# Cells 
from the distal end of the leaf were chosen and areas near 
large veins wore avoided#
Two techniques for cell measurement were ployed, 
namely epidermal stripping and a cellulose film technique#
First attempts to measure cell area were made by 
assessing the greatest length of adjacent epidermal cells 
with a microscope fitted with an eyepiece graticule# The 
measurements were squared to give figures equivalent to
areas #
The surface of the loaf was flrêt wiped with 
cotton wool soaked in ether to remove the cuticle end
_ , . . ' -j;
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a posetioa of the epldermie wae lifted and stripped with
a pair of flne^poluted forceps# It was easier to atrip
the epidermis from yoimg leaves If it was first lifted
with a rasor blade* The tissue was mounted ih a dlltW
aqueous aolutlon of methylene blue,
(b) OelluloBO acetate film technique#
It was often difficult to observe areas of epidermis
sufficiently largo for measurement $ and even when this was
achieved the presence of meaophyll cells frequently
confused the appearance of the tleaue, To overcome the
failings of the stripping technique the following method
for aeeeesment of cell area was evolved :~"
A saturated solution of cellulose acetate and
Night Blue (B#D,H, bacteriological stain) in acetone was
prepared# With a small wad of cotton wool dipped in the
solution and held with forceps* a thin film was smeared onto
the leaf# Practice was required to obtain a film of
optimum thlokneas * and the best results were obtained if
the solution was diluted with acetone, (It was not
possible to select an optimum initial concentration of the
solution for the evaporation of acetone led to changes
in concentration) * When the film was dry it was painted
with a 10% solution of Teepol (a detergent)* drawn from
the leaf* and spread out and mounted in a 1% aqueous
solution of orange 0- , This stain formed a sharp colour 
contrast with the film* the ti&icker parts of which appeared
Fig. 2k.i^ hotomlorograph of ooXIulooo acotato film from opidexvdB ot cabbage leaf#
’. : t. ■
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as an almoat black lmag;e on a light orange ground, A 
slight improvement in definition of the image was obtained 
by using ph&@e«^oontrast$ Fig, 24 shows a photo*^
micrograph of a typical cellulose acetate film.#
The mean cell area was measured by counting the 
number of cells in a known area# Two square holes were 
out in a piece of black paper so that when they were
viewed through a camera lue Ida one was equivalent to
p p0*5 mm"" and the other 0,25 zm"^  at the objective stage of
the microscope# The black paper was laid over a sheet
of white paper and viewed at the same time as an epidermal
film and a cross corresponding to each complete cell
marked on the white paper within one of the square holes
in the black paper# For small cells the small hole was
used and vice versa#
Films representing areas of the epidermis one
ocm'" or larger could be obtained quickly with this technique. 
Moreover* the shrinlcage of the films was negliglblo * and 
of the same order for different leaves* The technique did 
not* however* give very good results when the leaves were 
covered with a thick layer of wax* and when this was 
removed the acetone solution would not flow uniformly 
over the treated surfaces ; incomplete films were then 
obtained#
The technique was developed entirely independently *
- ( - -ÿ./..' -‘'T'r/ , % ' - ' ; ,% y : ,' ' ' ■ ' ' ' , ' -M•A
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but le similar to that described by Buscalionl and 
Pollaooi (1902) and Long and Clements (19)4), These 
workers preferred oolloldln films* and did not nee the 
technique described above for removal of the films from 
the leaf*
(c) Cell slae of successive leaves*
Experiment 13# The oells of alternate leaves of a 
plant of Enkhulsen Glory (sown 20 April) were measured 
by technique (1)# Forty measurements were made for each 
leaf examined#
From Fig# 25* which shows the calculated cell 
area plotted against the serial number of the leaf* it 
appears that there may be a marked change in the rate 
of increase in cell area of a leaf about the time it 
commences to unfold. The ordinate for serial number of 
the leaf is not* however* a true linear measurement of the 
time factor* for leaves are produced more slowly in early 
than in later stages of development.
Ep;)qr^ment 14# Measurements of cell siss of successive 
leaves of two plants Af Copenhagen Market (which had been 
sown outside on 51 March) were made 119 days after sowing 
by teohnlque (1). Information on the rate of leaf 
formation was available from the growth analysis ( Experiment 
5)* and it was therefore possible to draw Fig, 26 to show 
the relationship between cell area and leaf age.
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Pig# 26 8how8 a marked difference in the ggreateet 
area of epidermal celle of two apparently similar oabba^ea 
from the same batch# (A similar difference was noted by 
Avrmj (1952) for kale (B^'aseloa. olemopg &. aceifeala)). 
There was a marked, increase in the else of cells of leaves 
when they were 2$ ** 35 days old# but this did not coincide 
with leaf tmfoldlng which occurred when" leaves were 40 
4g days old# Another feature of the curve Is the apparent 
shrinkage of leaves before they died,
^'oerlmea^t 15, As a preliminary trial# technique (2) 
was used to measure the cell else of leaves of a seedling 
Enkhuisen Glory cabbage. The results are snown in 
Fig, 27,
The change in rate of cell expansion occurred about 
the same time as lead unfolding in this plant and 
curve showed again that the cells of the oldest 
were smaller than those of the second oldest leaf. 
E^xperiment ^,16. This experiment was planned to find If tt 
smaller sise of cells of the oldest leaves could be 
attributed to shrinkage#
A plant from the same batch as that used for 
icxperlment 15 was selected. On three occasions six 
counts were made of the area of the epidermal cells of 
the oldest and second oldest living leaves $ using Technique 
2, Results are given in Table 10# There was a
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algnlflGoat increase in the number of oelle per given 
area of the seooni oldest leaf» showing that the cells 
of this leaf had aiirimk during; the experiment# The 
area of the cells of the oldest leaf did not alter 
appreciably In else during the experiment $ probably 
because they had already shrunk to the minimum else before 
counts were made#
TABDB 10# OmBIGlS IN Cmh A^A 0? AOEING LIIAVEG
No# of celle per unit area 
25 March 29 March 4 April P  ^0#03 
0LD3i)BT liiAF 99 - 99 98 N8#
2 #  OLDEST LE# 109 128 14$ 16
(d) Decree of cell expanelon of oldest folded l^^f 
]^ !q)erlment 1^* 3?rom Experiments 13 and 19 it appeared 
that leaf unfolding might correspond with a marked 
Increase in the rate of cell 0X%)aneion in young plants, 
but Experiment 14 suggested that such a relationship did 
not always exist with older plants. Experiment 1? was 
therefore planned to examine the degree of cell expansion 
of the oldest folded leaf of plants of different ages.
Seed of Copenhagen Market was sown outside on 
9 April in rows 2% ft# apart, and the seedlings were 
eventually thinned to 2 ft. apart in the rows# On 
24 May five plants were sampled and the following data 
recorded
Il-
(1) Mean oeil area of epidermis of oldest folded leaf using Teohnlque 2.,
(2) Mean cell area of oldest living leaf*
(3) Mean cell area of eeoond oldest living leaf#
(4) Number of leaves initiated, unfolded and dead, ' 
Three counts for cell area were made for each leaf, A 
further six samplings were made at intervals of 1 - 3 
weeks# Results are given In Table 11, The figures for 
percentage of expansion of the cells of the oldest folded 
leaf were obtained by expressing the cell sise of this 
leaf as a of that of the oldest or second oldest leaf ^ 
whichever was the larger*
The cells of the oldest folded leaf were larger as 
the plant grew older, and their percentage expansion was
also greater# There was a marked rise in the decree of
expansion between the 87th and 100th days, which coincided 
with a slowing down and eventual cessation of leaf 
unfolding,
(2) Disoussion* The experiments described in this 
section indicate that there are three main stages in the 
growth in size of oells of the cabbage leaf# In the 
first stage, after leaf initiation, cell expansion is slow 
and probably aocompanied by a high degree of cell division^ 
Then follows a second stage during whicn cell expansion is 
much more rapid, and cell division is very infrequent or 
does not occur# (Examination of leaf sections showed
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mo Imâlcatlom of mitotic âlvieione la thl$ eta^o)#'
Pimally the third etage is reached whoa celle begin 
to ehrlak a pheaomeaoa which may reealt from a 
rédaction la imter aapply to the leaf owing to the formation 
of an abcieeion layer,
iBxperimeate 1) and Ig indicate that^ in the early 
stages of growth of the plant $ leaf nnfoldlng takes place 
at about the time of the change from the first to the 
second, stages of cell expansion* It is suggested that 
leaves would continue to unfold at this stage throughout 
the life of the plant if some factor did not operate 
to prevent imfoldlmg,
Whatever the factor is which prevents successive 
leaves from unfolding^ it is clear from E%perlmeat 17 
that cell expansion continues in the outer leaves of the 
head whether they are prevented from unfolding or not.
Unfolding of the leaf necessitates a change in form* 
and must therefore be accompanied by a change in the number 
or sise of cells $ or both» and the greater the degree of 
cell expansion of a leaf the less will be its capacity bo 
alter shape and unfold*. Whilst it must be admitted that 
the degree of expansion of epidermal cells does not necessor 
represent the potentiality for expansion of all oells of the 
leaf and petiole » it seems reasonable $ without contrary 
evidence» to regard this as a fair assumption* Exporiment 1 
therefore suggests that with increasing age of the plant the
■“    • '■ * “ -■■■* ■- ‘ -■ • « ■   A- ’ 'M '" -'*  •• *. _ ... . • ; i  .. ...... Vj: , _____ ~ .,  ^ T
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outer loavoa of the head la umder^ol% oncpKueioa of 
their cells » looee tholr oapf^ .eity to uafold mW oaimot 
therefore replace the unfolded 'lemree which die when the 
heW Is reaching): maturity#
£5 #
IV# EFFiflCTS OF LIGBT AbTD Oii HMDIMG.
bight and temperature have profound effects on 
growth and development In cabbage » but the extent to 
which these factors differentially affect growth features 
associated with heading was not known* Experiments were 
therefore planned to obtain some Information on this 
aspect of the problem*
A* oouTirmouG bicai!
Miller (1929) found no evidence that doylength 
affected flowering of cabbage* It was tnought by the 
writer nevortheless $ that this factor might influence 
head formation as in lettuce (Bezaihk 19&5) #
Plans to grow cabbage under reduced daylength 
conditions » whilst at the same time max ntaining comparable 
temperatures for treated and control plante» necessitated 
the miaing of plants in pots* ^tempts to groiv cabbag.e tp 
maturity in pots were unsuccessful» for the plants invariably 
suffered from drought and nitrogen starvation* It was 
decided » therefore » first to examine the effect of continuous 
light on cabbage plants which* for this purpose* could be 
grown on the earth floor of a greenhouse#
(1) Exporiipental 
Facporiment 18* 8eed of Enkhuiaen Glory cabbage was sown 
in an unheated glasshouse on 20 April in rows 2% ft# apart* 
The seedlings were thinned to 2 ft* apart in the rows* The
' A.-: 22
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sole purpose of using a greenhouse was to protect the 
lighting equipment from rain#
The glaeshouee wae divided trenevereely with a 
curtain of several thiokneaeea of hesslan* and one of the 
oompartmenta was illuminated between 7 p.m. and 8 a.m.
80 that it received continuous light* Two seta of six 
4 ft* 'daylight* type floureaoent tubes with tungoten 
ballast lamps were euependedfive foot from the ground to 
illuminate an area of about 10 % Ig ft. This type of 
lighting was used» Inatead of tungeten filament lamps alone» 
because it emit a more light from the blue end of the 
spectrum; Waaaink and others (1950) have shown that 
several members of the Oruciferae differ from moat plants 
in being more sensitive to increases in daylength by blue 
rather than red light*
The liglit intensity was measured with a photometer 
at 11 p.m* on 8 June, when there was a thick layer of 
cloud* Along the central row of plants and directly 
below the banlcs of lights » the intensity ranged from 
20 50 lumens, whilst the outermost rows received 12 ^ 30
lumens* The intenaity in the non-illuminated oompartment 
was less than 0.1 lumens throughout.
The plants were sampled on four occasions, using 
five plants per sampling* On each occasion the fresh 
weight of leaves was recorded, and also the numbers of 
dead, unfolded and total leaves and the length of the stem.
■ ■ - -'i.
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ÏJ.B1.E 12 . SFFî,Oï OF GONTINUOUb LIGHT
Days after sowing 
32 43 58 128
(Dead(
/ Control ^Illuminated 00 00 00 7 .66,8
Ho# Of I
le a v 8 8  (llafoiaed /Oontrol^Illuminated 2#02 ,0 3.55.5 6 .86 ,4 10.29.2
((Total / Control ^Illuminated 6 ,76 *5 1 2 ,412,6 23.522.9 8 4 .079.0
Fresh wt of plant
( s )
/Control^Illuminated 2 *22 ,3 1 7 ,919.5 165,2153.5 2 4 1 4 .6247 5 .1
Dength of stem (cm) /Control^Illuminated 1 7 .82 4 ,34*
56.1
4 2 .8 74.59 0 .1* 3
245.0239.0
IS.PÇ5* rtV?*f^ »9 WWitfiJS *4U,'Xî='d5 m Kifv.4##.
Difference Significant (P » 0,01)
Results given in Table 12 show that the only 
significant difference between the treated and untreated 
plants was that the former had slightly longer stems at 
all sampling dates except the latest# At the sampling
on the 128th day the fresh weight of folded leaves was 
of that of all leaves for the control plants » and 
for the treated plants ^ the difference was not slf^lfleant#
(2) Discussion. Although the differences at all 
samplings were not significant, there was a strong Indication 
that increase in daylength had induced an increase in stem 
length# This did not, however, lead to any measurable 
delay in time of heading#
These results do not cover the full possible effects
• - -y .-i
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of daylength on head formation» for the natural day length 
to which the plante were eubjeoted some 16% 17)& hours
may well have been above the minimum required for most 
formative effects*
“7.7 & 'jikJ 3
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B* BEIADim#
Early la 1935 It was decided to laveetlgate the 
effect of shading oa the growth and development of cabbage# 
At the time little wae known about heading» bat it wae 
thought that a moderate redaction in light intensity would 
result la a relative increase in leaf areas and that such 
an increase might take place through a greater rate of 
leaf unfolding and a consequent slowing down of the rate 
of head forRiation#
(1) Eroerimental
Bnkhuisen Glory was used for Experiment 19# It 
was Intended to use Oopenhagen Market for Exporlmont '20» 
but seed was obtained locally and the strain was found to 
bo InoorrBOtly named; it formed small cabbages with rather 
loose conical heads » and is thought to have been a strain 
of the Durham Eaz$r type#
Seed was sown in the open and the seedlings vmre 
thinned and then watered with Dieldrin solution#
Plants were shaded with cages made of a metal 
framework 9 ft# long x 6 ft# wide and 2# ft# high covered 
with 40 mesh galvanised iron wire# Measurement of the 
light intensity under the cage with a photometer showed 
that light was reduced to % % of full light intensity
on a bright but cloudy day» and fell to slightly less than 
% when the angle of the sun was low during the evening
- " ' ' I 7 t -     .* .. .. ' 7. " 7 " - J ■ ' •-i- • JI' ±3 i ' _ _%  ■ ■
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and early morning#
L,7^9 * Some plants from seed sown 6 April were 
shaded 44 days after aowing and others 94 days after eowlag. 
The first batoh of pleats were quite email eoedllage 
when covered and had initiated leee tlmn 10 leaves oad 
had only two email unfolded leaves# Pleats covered oa
the 94th day had already oommenoed to mature#
On five oooaeiona five plante from eaoh treatment 
were sampled and the same data were recorded as in 
Experiment 1#
Table 13 and 14 show that shading resulted in a 
considerable reduction in the toal growth in weight of 
the plant* It also led to a smaller number of leaves 
being initiated at each sampling» but this effect was 
apparently due to a check in the rate of leaf initiation 
immediately after shading» followed by a resumption of 
a rate similar to that of unshaded plants » (Bee Fig# 28) 
rather than an overall decrease in the rate of leaf 
initiation#
Shading gave a significant increase in the growth 
in length of the stem and an overall increase in the 
proportion of stem weight to that of root and leaf, The 
rate of leaf unfolding was slightly reduced jmediately 
after shading» but following a period of adjustment the 
rate of unfolding was regained or exceeded» so that on 
the 130th day there was a signlfioantly higher number
■ ■- . -'‘— ■“ i ■■■■ “î. - 1'-= jT'. J'.' _       .. ...i ..K..,'"' '-■/ ' \  ^ • Î- '* ■ _ -I"-J—   ^ ^  _ . -a",' ^  ij
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TABDE 14, OF SHADim
(Dreatmeaf Paye after 80wln.R
Total dry wt.
per plant (g)
( I 
( II
(III
0,08 10.5 46,5
8.4
188.1 405.9
54.6 137.4
87.7 117.6
% dry wt of stem ( I 21.3 19,8 17.9 14.1 8.5
of total d%y wt. ( II 24.7 25.3 17.7 16.1(III 14.1 11.8
Area of unfolded ( I 5 950 4545 12183 12946
leaf per plant ( II 411 1519 6786 11271
Corn''-) (III 8919 10715
Dry of ( I 8,29 7.80 9,86 11.53
imfolded leaf (II 4.19 3.90 5.79 6.41
per cai‘' (mg) (III 6.7? 5.94
( I 23,4 53.6 106,0 145,0 233.8Lenigth of roaia ( II 86.4 111,4 191.2 277.2axis Com) (III 166.0 188.0
M D 22.7 IS 32.0 48.7(P«0,05)
*As for Table 13 of imfolcLoâ leaves oa t W  plants shaded from the *^4-th day
than on the contrôle.
Shading led to a réduction in fimotional leaf area,
but this was not pazoportional to the reduction in growth
in weight. For a given weiiÿht of total plant the leaf
area of shaded plants was generally greater than that of
unshaded plants in s$>ite of the fact that shading resulted
in a small or growth in weight of the leaf relative to that
of the stem. This relative increase of leaf area of the
87*
shaded plants was attained by a reduotlon In thickness
of the leaf ^ for the weight per unit area was lower than
in controls#
There was a slight but sigalfloaiit Increase In 
the death of leaves shortly after a reduction In light 
intensity*
Experlment 20. On 11 May seed was sown outside* and some 
of the rows were covered with the shading cage immediately 
after sowing* Records were made of total nun^bers of 
leaves^ fresh weights of leaves and lengths of stem*
Table Ig shows that shading led to a reduction of 
growth in weight and of numbers of loaves Initiated* A
close examination of the figures for leaf Initiation
(Fig. 29) suggests* however, that the differences In leaf 
numbers at sampling dates up to the 9)rd day may have 
results from differences in the time of onset of the 
maximum rate of leaf Initiation, rather than from an 
overall reduction in the rate of leaf initiation* This 
explanation does not hold after the 9$rd day, when temperatu 
and daylongth were falling rapidly#
The differences in numbers of dead and unfolded 
leaves between shaded and unshaded plants were not 
signlfioant*
(2) Discussion* The cabbage plants were able to 
compensate to a certain extent for reduced light intensity 
by a thinning of the leaf and consequent increase in
t. /i ' , - ' t" •_ •• V-' » i-'-'-.-ir j- - . ? ' ' '" i' - - vV •! •
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relative leaf area# %n this respect they behaved 
similarly to the bluebell (Blackman and Rutter (19%)) 
and the eimflower (Blaokhan and Wllaon (1951)). The 
degree of compensation was not, however, sufficient to 
prevent a considerable reduction of growth in weight $
In fact, the weight of shaded plants was between )6 and )4 
of that of unshaded plants at all samplings# The 
light intensity on a dull day may be quarter of that on 
a sunny day (lundegardh (1925)), and the differences of 
growth in weight during a sunny and a dull week in summer 
could be appreciable with a plant, like the cabbage, which 
doubles its dry weight every ten days in the grand period 
of growth^
Shading apparently causes a delay in the onset of 
the maximum rate of leaf initiation, but it has rather less 
effect on leaf unfolding, It may thus delay heading by 
decreasing the rates of folded to unfolded leaves*
It is clear that shading, by reducing the rate 
of growth, and probably by inducing lengthening of the 
stem, may delay or even prevent heading. The reduction 
in light intensity in late summer may therefore be one 
of the most important of the factors which prevent some 
late-^maturing varieties from heading after cold and dull 
summers. The falling lipzht intensity would also cause 
prenature death of the older leaves, end so reduce the
89.
fimotional leaf area and aooeatuate the fall of growth
in welf3;ht*
■ vsr ' ,v ,
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0 OODD TREATMENT.
In section lie the comparleone between* rosette * 
rogues and heading plants of January King ehowed that 
the rpguee were more advanced in flower formation than 
headed plante* From this it might be inferred that 
inability to form a head could be 'related to %)remature 
flower formation, and experiments were therefore carried 
out to find the effect upon heading of conditions favouring 
flower initiation*
Full details of the time when cabbage plants 
reach the stage of puberty, the threshold temperature 
required to induce flower initiation, and the requisite 
length of cold treatment, are not known. It was therefore 
neceeeary to give a range of treatments in order to be 
able to observe the effect of those which were marginal 
and yet not sufficient to induce such a complete flowering 
condition that all effects on heading would be masked *
(1)
(a) a m m m Ê _ b o _ 8 o m ^ a # e r .
^ ^ er^ent 21* seedlings of January King and Enkhuisen 
Glory were raised in a glaeehouee kept at 55 68?* Three
eeede were sown in each ) inch pot on 18 December and 
10 days later the plants were thinned to one per pot.
In order to counterbalance low winter light intensity the 
eeodlings were irradiated with mercury^vepour lampe during
^  J- #
aayligbt h o w s , The growth of plants treated In 
.this mmmer !&%)3)e2i3?edl to be normal, whereas a few iion*» 
jL3?r<&cijL4&t;G(l plants from the seme batch grew g33.cywf3.ar and had 
long stems and petioles#
Batches of GO plants of each variety were removed 
to an nnheated frame on 18 February and 9 March, and tZmse, 
1;(>(Set;lie3? with a further batch taken direct from the 
glasshouse, were jpJLontzed In the open field on 14 April#
These constituted treatments 1, 2 and 5 respectively 
(see j?gil)].e 3jE>)*
A number of %>3L8nl38 from the first batch of 
Bnkhulsen Glory ija^ z&nsjTearrecl to the j^ arame were killed by 
a severe frost s%i0]?t;]L3r after their removal from the 
glasshouse# Bfo %)laji1;g3 of January King lyere killed# Only 
4$ plants of eaoh batch of each TraarjLetzgr were %)]Lani;ecl In 
illie jCdLeJLcl*
On 9 March, Enkhulsen Glory lyl&iiizss in the glasshouse 
had Inj^ted 18#2 leaves and those of Januazy King ]L%s#() 
leaves, as recorded on 4 plant samples, I'lLa&aizs of both 
Tfg%]?:Lc1;3.€}G; had 7 9 unjr()]Ld<&d leaves#
On each of the (Iftlzesa 16 June, 8 July, 20 July and 
12 August, five %)lfKnt;23 of each variety were sai;:pled and 
lengths of stem, fresh weights and numbers of (le'?d, 
uiijTojldecl and total jLeewres were recorded# The mm^bers of 
plants which had Initiated flowers was also noted#
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not 1)0*32*j.Tb]L@ to ealoulate the slgaiflcant dlîLjrj^<a]r<&na<%is for 
()0i%%>si3?jLs3C)2i TDGtnweozi all asQznipJLjLiigs date and cold 1;a?estt3menl3 
meane, Taecssuiee most of the Interaotiona wore not Glgnifioant# 
Table 16 therefore exeludea the sampling date effect,
Bower cold treatment resulted in : -
(1) Criyea&izea? weight# *" The difference between treatments
1 and 3 waa aignifioant for varieties and
that between 1 and 2 for j&alcliujLisen Glory#
(2) 3jonEg03) atems «» The difference 1)et;v/ee%n IzapesilSmeiilia 1 ar
2, and 1 and 3 wem significant for both varieties.
(3) A smaller percentage (by weight) of folded leaves ** 
Treatments 1 and 2 were significantly lower than 3#
(4) Fewer leaves initiated# "« The difference between
the effects'Of treatments 1 and 2 was significantly 
lower than3 in ISnkhuisen Glory#
(3) Fewer dead leaves# *" All the differences l>et;vfeen 
the effects of consecutlvely^numbered treatments 
were significant',, except between treatments 1 and
2 in January King* Treatment 3 led to a 
significantly higher number of dead leaves in 
Enkhulsen Glory than in January King.
From Table 1? it will be seen that more plants 
of Fhkhuisen Glory than of January King initiated flowers, 
and that cold treatments 1 end 2 both gave increased
94 ft
nmabers of jmkhuls^en Glory plants with flower buda,
A final visual assessment of the remaiziihg plants 
made ozi 12 October (Table 1?) showed that the only non- 
heading plants were those which h/d bolted early and 
produced seed Some plants h-.d formed heads and then 
burst and bolted, or had sent up flowering shoots froR 
the stem belov/ a firm head#
TABBK 17. ïgFFBOTS OF mPOSUBE TO GOLD wkATiHlR RhCORDBD
12 OOTOmRft
Treatment Ko# of plantswith head*
January (1(2
()
24
22
22
Enkhuizen
G lo ry (2(3
2g
23
1 bolted and with seed pode3 bolted, seed otems short and much-branehoi3 bolted and 1 headed plant with flowering shoots from base
8 bolted and with seed pods4 headed plants had burst and boltedNone bolted
* Maximum of 23 plants#
Cb) Treatpmab . #  44^ 1!
^l^eriment 22 # Small plants of January King and Copenhagen 
Market which had been raised from seed sown in the open 
on 28 March, were transferred to a butcher*s refrigerator 
which had been converted into an experimental plant growth 
cabinet# The chamber was a 6 ft# cube# It was iliumjjiated
•■ ■ ' ' " \%
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by 8 daylIght-type flouresoeat tubes and tungsten 
filament lamps# Heat was removed by a therr oatatlGally 
controlled 2 h.p, refrigerating plant, and a 60 watt 
heating tube was fitted In the ohambor to counteract a 
sudden fall In temperature due to the cooling of the air 
by the liquid remaining In the pipes after the refrigerating 
pump had switched off. With this egui%>ment the terrperature 
was maintained at 44 %  1 F.
Stripe of heeelan, hung so that the lower ends 
dipped in trays of water, were fitted to counteract the 
reduction in air humidity resulting from removal of moisture 
by condensation on the cooling pipes*
The plante were placed on metal benohea about 
3 ft» from the flourescent tubes, and the light at plant 
level, as measured by a photometer, was between $00 and 
700 lumens# The duration of the light period was 16 
hours daily.
Pour treatments were given in the growth cabinet 
at 44^P% these were 30 days cold at one plant age, and 
13 days cold at three different plant ages. Untreated 
plants were grown as contre 3-^ * Plants wez*e cransxerred 
to the open field immediately after treatment*
Records were made of the number of leaves and 
dry weight of five representative plants from the glasshouse 
before each batch of plants was transferred to the cold 
chamber* Details of the treatments are given In
Table 18.
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The plants wer0 smipleâ on 1? 20 August when
five plante of oaoh treatment were examined, in the same way 
as In the previous experiment»
Reeiilte are given la (Cable 19 & The eignlfleant
differenoes for fresh weight, unfolded, leaves imd percentage- 
folded leaf of total leaf weight may be compared both 
within and between varieties, but those for the other 
features apply only within, the variotlea, because the 
variety K cold treatment- interactions in these cases are not 
significant*
Copenhagen Market gave significantly higher figures 
for overall freah weight, number of loaves initiated and 
percentage of folded leaf of total leaf than January King.
Oomparlaon of the effects of treatments A & 3) shows 
that the longer cold period resulted in significantly less 
weight, fewer dead leaves, fewer leaves initiated and 
lower percentage of folded leaf in both varieties# There 
is no Indication that longer cold treatment affected the 
rate of leaf unfolding#
Comparison of the plants which had 15 days cold
treatment shows that the later the treatment was applied\the less was the weight, the shorter the stem (Bignlfleant 
In Copenhagen Market only between the treatments B and D), 
the fewer the leaves initiated and the lower the percentage 
of folded leaf* Treatments B and C for Copenhagen Market 
gave significantly more unfolded leaves than when the cold
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Plant of EaKRu&^*^G^or^aabbage whloh has Initiated flowers after oold treatment#
100*
wao applied whea the plants were youn(i;er (Treatment D).
F3.oner bu&o were visible with the naked eye 03i 
4 plants of Copenhagen Market (Pig# $0) and g of January 
King which had been treated for 2^0 days# Eons of the 
IS'^doy cold treatments $ or the controls showed flower 
Initiation#
(^) Some of the oolu troatmcnto resulted
.in flower initiation, .Dhe treatments wore more of^'eotlve 
with Bnkhulz-en Glory than January King* probably because 
the latter reaches %)ube%'ty later thaui the former* for 
Bacperiment 5 showed that plants of January King that had 
paooed puberty stage tended to initiate flowers more 
readily in autumn temperature conditions than those of 
Bnkhui^en Gloa^#
Puberty had been reached in moot p].,ants of l;nkhui%en 
Glory when 18 or evon fe-wer leaves were initiated* but at 
this stage many of the January King plonta were not responsi'^  
to cold t3?eatment. Puberty was reached in January King 
before the plants had formed 28 loaves# Thus* If puberty 
is dependent on leaf number?* it probably occurs in J^muary 
King when 20 - loaves* and in Ihkhuiaen Glory when 
16 20 loaves* are formed#
Once January king had passed puberty* colei treatment 
at W* P for 50 days z^esulted in flower initiation; 15 
days oold treatment at this temperature was inadequate#
When a treatment induced flowering in come plants *
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Wada were produced by those plants of the eqme batch 
which did not flower* and none grew Into plants reeembllng 
rosette rogues* It seems unlikely* therefore* that the 
rosette rogue form le an expression of a higher threehold 
temperature for flower initiation*
Oold treatment led to a delay in head formation* 
for the percentage weight of folded leaves was generally 
lower in treated then In untreated plante* That this 
delay was not aeceeearlly the result of a decreased growth 
in weight may be seen from Table 16* for the plants whloh 
had received the longest cold treatment gave a significantly 
higher fresh weight* but sIgnlfloantly lower percentage of 
folded leaves than those which had been kept longest in the 
heated glasshouse# The reason for the association between 
longer cold treatment and greater weight Is not clear* 
but It is thought that it may have resulted from the plants 
kept longest in the glasshouse becoming potbound* through 
greater relative growth of the root portion In the higher 
temperature#
The delay in heading does not seem to be related 
to an increase in leaf unfolding ** although there is a 
suggestion of a slight increase in rate of loaf unfolding 
through oold treatments B and G in experiment 22$ There 
was* however* a strong indloation* throughout the oxperimentf 
described in this section#that delay in heading might be
associated with, a depresaloa la the rate of leaf 
Initiation due to cold treatment#
105*
V BBTmATION OP SUGAEB IE CAgBAGB LEAVB8
It was indicated, in Section II that the relative 
growth rate of leaves of cabbage in relation to that 
of the rest of the plant was much lower than, that of the 
storage organe of beet and oarrot * and it waa queationable 
whether the oabbage head should be considered as a storage 
organ# It seemed pertinent therefore to ascertain whether 
the cabbage head contains food reaervea#
Preliminary teste* whilst showing that bead leaves 
contained reducing sugars* gave no evidence for the presence-, 
of starch or stored proteins# An analyeia was made to 
determine the amount of sugar in head leaves and to compare 
this with the quantity in unfolded leaves.
(1) AsgrimmAai
Ebgaerimont.
MethO;&* On 4 6 January* samples of froeh outer
and head leaves of two planta of January King cabbage were 
ehredded and into weighed stoppered flasks oontaining 
enough 95 % ethyl alcohol to cover the material# The 
flaeke were then reweighed and the weights of the samples 
calculated#
The samples were boiled in alcohol for 20 minutes 
under reflux, They were filtered and )0 cc. of distilled 
water was added to each filtrate* whloh was then boiled 
under reduced pressure to remove the alcohol# After the
second boiling the liquid was filtered* 1""2 g$ of basic
-IJ
under reduoed pressure# Three to four grama of sodium 
carbonate were added and the liquid wae filtered by 
gravity through a No# 5 filter paper# The extract wae 
quite clear and of a very pale Btraw-yollow colour# 
Distilled water was added to make the volume of extract 
from each sample to 120 ml# Three extracts of head and 
three of unfolded loaves were made from each of two firm-* 
headed plants#
Half of each extract wae boiled slowly with cono, 
ECl for ten minutes in a thermoetatlcally-^oontz^olled 
heating unit to hydrolise dissolved carbuhydrates and it 
was then neutralised wii;n solid Bodium carbonate#
The amount of sugar per sample was estimated by 
Bertrand* s method* The extract was bolM with Pehling* s 
solution (equal parts of ; I* 40 g# in 1000 ml water 
and II* 200 g# sodium potassium tartrate and 150 g* 
sodium hydroxide in 1000 ml water) for 20 minutes# It 
was filtered through a s^lntered glass funnel and the 
precipitate of cupric oxide was washed until the filtrate 
was no longer blue# The ouprio oxide was then dissolved 
with a solution of 50 6» Ferric sulphate (Prepared by 
dissolving in water and then adding 200 ml. concentrated 
sulphurio acid and diluting to 1000 ml*)
The dissolved copper filtrate was titrated ag?ainst 
potassium permanganate solution (which had been
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etandardised against mmionium oxalate) imtll the green 
colour changed to pink# One millilitre of 0,1 E 
potassium permanoganate was taken to be equivalent to 6.56 
mg, copper. The oorreepondlng sugar equivalents were 
obtained from Berthb and Grassman (1956),
Three samples of head leaves and three of unfolded 
leaves from each cabbage were dried end the percentage dzy 
weight aeoertalned.
Table 20 glvea the flguree for dry weight and 
percentage of augara in the eamplee,
(s) Mâ&jsjiss
The flguree for total eugare are lower than those 
estimated for the variety Enkhuisen Glory by Janos (1950), 
who found 54 42^ dry weight of reducing sugars and 8*6
10^ dry weight of acld^hydrolysable carbohydrates in 
cabbage * heads* In April# The difference m@y be both 
eeaaonal and varietal*
It 1$ evident that the head leaves contained more 
sugar than the outer leavee $ whether this was meaeured ae 
percentage of the .dry weight or fresh weight* and that 
the greater part of the. augar In the head leaves consisted 
of reducing sugars; in this last respect the results 
agree with Janes (1950),
There is some evidence therefore that the *head* 
of a cabbage functions as a storage organ* and the
proportion of sugar stored In some varieties may be 
appreciable#
TABLE 20. 8UGAR OOETEET OF JMUAmY IIIEG CABBAGE LEAVES
Unfolded Bead leaves leaves
Reduo ing sugars 0,342as glùooae
# of freeh wt M oH'^r eduo la g  Gugara aa euoroee
Total augare
0.506
0*648
% of dry wt
Reducing sugarc aa glucose
Non-roduclug Gugare as euorose
sugars
2.05
4" f
% t o j  w t .  o f  £ v e B h  v r t. 16» 01
0.700 
0,279 B'S
0,Q<7Q #*
2.595 7.568 **
2.970 MS
10.540
9.49
GENERAL DIS0U66I0E AND OOECLUeiOEB.
The head of a cabbage le a mass of oompaoted 
leaves* and the lntemod.es muet be short to permit the 
neoeesary degree of leaf oroWing, A head oould. not 
form* for example * on the normal kale (Brapaioa oleraoea I*. 
aoephala) plant because the distance between sucoesolve
ileaves ie too great, Now internode length Is .determined 
by rate of growth In length of the stem and by rate of 
leaf initiation, The majji axes of all cabbagos have an 
Inherent slow rate of growth in leni^th and a high rate 
of leaf Initiation as compared with other forms of 
B# oleracea. but external conditions may affect these 
rates,
Experiments described in this thesis have shown 
that,within certain limits * the following external conditions 
may lead to an Increased growth in length of the stem;*"
(1) Increased, daylongth
(2) Reduced light Intensity
(5) Cold treatment
Daylength treatment gave a slight significant 
increase in stem length* but this was not sufficient to 
delay heading, A reduction in light intensity resulted 
in a considerable delay in heading* but it was difficult 
to separate the effect on an increase in stem length 
from that arising through a general reduction in metabolism*
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Adequate oold treatment eventually leads to 
flowering and If the stlmulua la given after puberty 
and yet at an early stage of development of the plant* 
the Internodee will be long and heading will be completely 
prevented* Gold treatment ineuffioient to Induce full 
flowering may* nevertheless * result in an increased 
growth in length of the stem and thus delay heading ^ a 
condition which probably occurred in Experiment 21 or 
give rise to incompact or *puffy* heads ae described by 
Miller (1956)*
Rate of leaf initiation seems to be most sensitive 
to temperature* for In Escperlment 21,the oold treatment gave 
a decrease in number of leaves initiated but an increased 
growth in weight*
It seems probable that the decrease in light 
intensity and temperature which occur during autumn may 
lead to an increase in Internode length and thus to either 
delayed heading or to * puffiness *" irrespective of their 
effect on overall .growth in weight.
Crowding of the leaves on the main axis la not 
the only requirement for head formation* for rosette 
rogues have as many leaves and as short stems as headed 
plants and yet produce ' no heads. In order that a compact 
head may form** the rate of loaf unfolding must slow down 
or cease ; the partially developed leaves then continue 
to increase in volume within the *6kin* formed by the
older folded leaves* and a firm M a d  develops#
There le an Indication that leaves normally imfold 
shortly after their oelle begin to expand rapidly,
Evidenoe from Bruaaele sprouts Indioatee that if unfolding 
1$ prevented during this stage* the leaf can loee its 
capacity to ohange form msd eventually die without unfolding# 
The prevention of unfolding may be attributed to the leaves 
aurz^oundlng those about to unfold; their effect may 
result from;"^
(1) Bhading
(2) Growth substances
(5) A^echanioal constriction
Experiments with shading did not reduce the rate 
of leaf unfolding# Instead* there wr^ s an indication 
that reduced light intensity might increase the rate of 
leaf unfolding# The possibility of a growth-subatance 
effect has not been examined* but it is conceivable that 
plant growtMsubstanoOs may be involved in the maintenance 
of a balance between expanded greeuMleaf area and 
absorptive capacity of the root* although grafting of 
cabbage onto roots of other forma of oleraoea which 
mlgÿht have different absorptive capacities - had no 
measurable effect on head formation#
Temporary mechanical constriction of a prassica 
leaf (Experiment 12) is able to prevent it from unfolding*
..
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and It eeems probable that , a self*"Imposed ooa8triotio%% of 
cabbage leaves may reeult In their loee of capacity to 
unfold and thus Induce heading* A mechanical oonatrlctlon 
of this nature might occur through the interlocking of the 
margins of the leaves the lateral margins in' pointed- 
headed types and both lateral and apical mf^rgina in round** 
headed types# There is evidence that the degree of 
constriotibn of the lateral margins in r os et t e**rogue plants 
of January King is leas than in potential heading plants # 
for the leaves in the former are narrower# A parallel 
phenomenon may be observed in the lettuce* where a non** 
heading condition which Benslnk (1955) associates with 
the formation of narrow leaves can be induced as a 
photoperiodlo response#
It is suggested that a self*'lmposed constriction 
of the leaves of cabbage would be gradual * with each 
successive leaf constricting its younger neighbour and 
the effect becoming cumulative# It is not easy to 
visualise how the operation of such a principle could lead 
to the different relative rates of maturation of varieties* 
but such differences might well be associated with width 
of leaves and rates of leaf initiation, The examination 
of leaf width of *rosette* rogues was the last 'experiment 
of the present invest Igat ion * and it suggests that a 
further study of leaf width of different varieties may
Ill
illuminate the problem# (In Gome reepeota* *rosette rogues resemble 
'bolters*# The narrow leaves of rogues are remlniBoemt 
of those found at the base of the flowering stem, mad 
the apparent lack of apioal ooaatriotlon of yotmg leaves 
le another feature of plants in a reproductive oonditioa* 
This last-mentioned feature is Illustrated in Fig# 5, 
which ehowe the young leaves of plants approaohing flower 
initiation (254th day) held more upright than those of 
the plant in fully vegetative condition, and with no 
tendency to grow over one another as on the ?9th and 94th 
day8# A period of oold treatment did not give rise to 
rogne-liko plants, but it ia poaaible that subjection to 
oool growing conditions may yet reveal a relationship 
between tlie rogue type and flower initiation#
Rogues probably have a slower growth in weight 
than potential heading planta# In that case since the 
rate of leaf initiation is similar for both types, rogues 
would have lighter leaves thau headed plants# 8uoh a 
condition could arise through a smaller degree of cell 
division in the leaves* Rogues in crops occur intei'opersed 
amongst headed plants, so it is unlikely that they result 
from stunted growth owing to unfavourable local soil 
conditions ; although non-heading rogue-like plants may 
result from minor-element deficiencies (Kimbrough 1936),
112.
It Is interesting to speculate if the probable difference 
in. growth rate of rogues is related to inbreeding depreesion 
for it is known that individual plants of a strain vary 
greatly in their breeding characteristics and that 
inbreeding in cabbage can result is severe depression of 
growth rate*
Although the cabbage head may function as a storage 
organ for sugars, it is a disadvantage to the plant in 
natural competition, It is common knowledge amonst seed 
growers that cabbage plants with firm heads are very prone 
to daiaage by winter frosts and pathogens. To raise a 
satisfactory crop of seed of some varieties in Britain it 
is nessssary to set small plants in the field during late 
summer so that they overwinter as non-headed plants and 
flower without heading the following spring. The headingg 
strains of cabbage should therefore be looked upon as 
aberrant types of the species, maintained by artificial 
selection#
Most of the work in this thesis is of a preliminary 
nature and many aspects merit further investigation. In 
particular, a study of leaf shape might profitably be 
undertaken and also a study of the effect of growth 
substances and nutritional differences on heading. The 
Work also indicates the value of a closer investigation 
into the factors influencing flowering - especially the
r • '
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differences between varieties la time taken to reach 
puberty* and the threshold temperatures neoeseary 
to Induoe flowering*
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APPMDIX ÏABLlv I ,  DOÏ WBieS'ÏS O f LEAF, Sï?Svl AND
1Î00Ï OF ffiH iffillZM  GLORY OiUSBAGf.
Dsys
a f t e r
aow lng
H oot Stem ü a fo ld e â
le a f
F o M e d
le a f
I 'o t a l
p la n t
44 ' 0 .0 1 0 .0 2 0 .0 5 0 0 .1
6> 0.13 0 .2 9 1 ,2 4 0 1 ,7
79 0 *52 2 ,0 0 7*95 0 1 0 .6
94 2 .7 1 0 *3 4 54.17 1*50 4 6 .5
108 7 .3 8 17.50 9 5 .8 9 6 .5 6 127.3
122 11*81 26*52 123.47 29,68 1 8 8 .1
156 1 6 ,7 0 2 6 .6 5 136 .9 8 122.90 305.2
150 17*54 5 4 ,5 1 149 .21 202 .6 9 403.9
164 2 1 ,7 6 3 3 ,9 7 151.06 2 6 0 ,0 5 4 6 6 .6
194 32*67 3 6 .2 1 125,15 343.00 537,0
213 2 4 ,0 9 4 6 .8 1 1 7 .3 7 271.95 425*1
234 30*89 47.52 0 271.86 5 6 7 .6
283 4 1 *5 0 49,00 0 2 0 0 ,4 0 2 9 0 ,7
313 27.20 5 0 .2 0 0 155.25 232.6
- >*■' y « O'. .V'J F J ■-1 ■- .. - ^
APPMDIX TABDM II* NUMBEBS OF DBAVES# M W T H  OF STmi
AND AREA OF LBA? OP MKHDIZm 
GLORY CABBAGE. Pbq>erlment 1#
Dayeafter
Nimbers of leaves
Total Unfolded Dead Length Area of of stem unfoldecl loaf Dor plant
44 9.0 2,1 0 24.1 16
65 18.8 5.9 0 39.1 205
79 35.4 9.6 0,4 53.6 4799
Ç4 55.8 14, a 0.6 106.0 22722
108 66.7 18,2 3.2 122.0 56894
132 15.2 4.4 143,0 60915
156 90.4 13,4 6.0 171.4 69710
150 98.0 11,2 8.3 235.8 64729
1CV+ 95.3 11.8 8.8 199,0 79091
194 100*4 10.6 12.6 214.4 51706
215 ' 100,0 8.0 14.4 250.0 35470
234 107.4 2.6 20,8 235.4 8880
283 122.2 0 37.8 250.8 0
515 110,4 0 29,8 266,0 0
5APMRDIX lABLE III. KSSH W.1I0HÏS OF I > i m  A M  SÏM, AMD
LMQtfB. OF B T M  Off FIVE Villlia’IlS 
CABBAGB. ia:.perlmeo,t 9»
First
Variety Days after
OopenhagemMarket
Ê.0C 2
toager
50 ##62 Kin68 *>»75 2882 6489 14696 479106 675117 2981123 4388
131 5164145 4216154 3944166 3796
193 303?258 10
50626875 3382 13289 558961 f¥A 571
117 3814123 4332151 7662145 14.815lyi- 18969166 17827195 19231358 9651
leaf
101714223944981019566
ïo'cal Length plant of Btes(om)
3 10,6919 25*427,81 38 28.0a 87 . 35.83 165 45.847 686 55,655 965 64.61581 5613 111.43156 920? 150.4542311054 1218817897 171.8215.610983 I6I50 226,016497 22190 311.015560 19749 269,01841 6083 508.0
2 12,8
mm 11 40 « 222 44.4
1 47 71.62 192 109.04 436 134.4
15 836 144.415 1743 155,05392 236,446 6088 280,4<yv/ 20100
256515219454536
517.0405. a 488,2554.0518.0 652.0
iPBEimm ÏABIJ! Ill oamtimwa
Fleet eo 
Variet afteraowln^
otal Length plant of stem
Btifehv-iaeaGlory 6268
82a«a
1?43
2957332441
131621
123131145
193258
6115461910107 83001289116281
,-07c382642487
Q f m m m
738289961061171231311451 %
92
323293989
1
319
58
;e.ts244631243341
333! 223!138' 165
116118865457
RKfiKi
320
JanuaryKing 5062, nCJK
8289
117123131145154
18230211942278
11a6236293
1034213397758? 83318487
24
1323621714079833479
1179314528
5355049321143
2 11 
194^1,
113 363 4331475
5443
77651045010582
2 
. 7 15 58 96 . 203 410 1642 32640
612312620171421780916574
10.616.834.837.442.851.4 59.2 83.6109.2121.8159,6189.0203.0237.0334.0262.0
10.532.0 xc .843.4 67.8 85.2 87.8 111.8 155.0 140.8 
.6270.4268.0 4^9 0. 0 318.0420.0
10.619.426.440,6 44 « 61.2  62.8 82.0  98.0107.6112.6197.0265.0 260.0 274.0
■sr* \ .1- .
APPENDIX I'lBIil III 
SâiEaâwS22â^«
ooatlim
Variety Days üîifolded folded Total Length- after leaf leaf plant of stemsowing (om)
Copenhagen 34 # w 17 30,2Market 50 151 52 <663 m iê m t 846 77*675 iwf^ 1916 128*01X8 2526 5160 8356 205,0181 1472 4729 6877 216.0
Bnkhulsen ?34 # # , 14. 55*8Glory 50 WM 120 63,2
- 63 526 87.475 — 1542 ' 126.1116 4994 1967 7611 193.0181 3096 3769 .7691 241*0
Amager
Offenham
JanuaryKing
34 Wm 15 ■ 35.650 vm 86 . .  '49.6
63 # # 550 ■ 93,575 w # 1448 131.0118 4769 340 5633 217.0181 4371 4-22 5527 245*0
34 Mm 16 44.650 mm- 136 65.863 mm 352 77.275 1651 125.0lié 20731460 2086 4601 190,0181 1670 3474 200.0
34 * # 4k#* 13 36,2
50 mm. 94 57.663 mm 356 82.675 nm 1416 127.0118 3733 285 4384 180,0181 4500 S35 5805 224.0
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